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УДК 533.9

П.П.Сосенко

Поляриза1цйний ихин частинок i квазт-иастинковт

Дослтджено друге наближення кваэ!-частинкового опису магнетизовагч
HOÏ BorHBBHi't /плязми/. Виведеио усереднену швидктсть чаетинкиv
та проводного осереддя э урахуванням перенормування в другому по-
рядку та поляризации or о плину, видоам1неного впливом сктнченности
рядное Лармора. ЗнаРдено пд1ябатичну пост}йну кваз^-частинкового
руху в другому наближэнн!. Побудовано MaKpocKoni'wt адхябатичн^
nocTitiHi для мпгнетизовпноТ в огневиц! та показано ÏXHB можливу ро-
лю в OSMIHT вшрГ}ею м)ж частниками та полями, в нел1н}йних пото-
ках збудшнь i звгальнтй CTtСкости вогнввиц!.

Polarizution l'article Drift and Quasi-Pax t i d e Invariants

She second-order approximation in quaai-partiole desoription
of magnetized plasmas is studied. Reduced particle and guiding-
oentre velocities are derived taking account of the eecond-order
renorinalization and polarization drift modified owing to finite-
Larinor-radius effects. The second-order adiabatie invariant of qua-
ei-pflrticle motion is found. Global adiabatic invariants for the
wagnetized plasma are revealed, and their possible role in
energy exchange between particles and 1'ielde, nonlinear mode
cascades или global plasma stability is shown.
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1. Introduction

It has been appreciated for a long time that, when slow time
evolution of nonlinear dynamic systems is of concern, reduction of
original description by means of asymptotic methods, which employ
explicitly the separation of interesting time scales, is facilitating for
both analytical and computational studies [1-8]. As far as systems
of many charged particles, such as plasmas, are considered, progress
in developing plasma diagnostics [9-12] enables one to determine
their characteristics in many more detail. Also, modern computers,
especially those with parallel architecture, and advanced numerical
simulation techniques [13-18] make it possible to study plasmas for
complicated realistic conditions.

Experimental observations and numerical simulations of space
and fusion plasmas provide evidence of their complex behaviour,
which involves low-frequency (with respect to the cyclotron fre-
quency) fluctuations and effects of nonlinear interaction between
them. Such situation necessitates fundamental knowledge of the
latter as a possible cause of anomalous transport phenomena in the
magnetized plasma. •

A-quasiparticle approach [19-22] was suggested and applied for
studing magnetized plasmas. It is related closely to general asymp-
totic methods [1-6] by M. Krylov, M. Boholiubov and Yu. Mitropol-
skii, and it enables one to introduce quasiparticles within the con-
text of microscopic plasma theory, to achieve closure of description
for low-frequency plasma processes, and to relate consistently par-
ticles and quasiparticles. The quasiparticle approach was used to
elaborate reduced statistical electrodynamics of magnetized plas-
mas [20, 23-30]. .

The purpose of this paper is to study the second-order approx-
imation in quasiparticle description, to determine modification of
particle polarization drift due to finite-Larmor-radius effects, and
to analyze second-order effects in kinetic energy, balance and their
possible macroscopic consequences.

In Sec. 2, basic quantities and equations are introduced. In



Sec. 3, a closure of quasiparticle description is considered, the main
features of the first-order approximation and physical meaning of
renormalization are explained. Also, the second-order approxima-
tion is formulated. Sec. 4- deals with a reduced particle velocity.
In Sec. 5, the case of potential particle acceleration is studied.
In Sec. 6, the second-order quasiparticle invariant is found. Sec.
7 deals with macroscopic (statistical) invariants, energy exchange
and mode cascades in the system of many particles. Sec. 8 makes
a summary.

2. Basic Microscopic Equations'

In this section, microscopic densities in particle, guiding-centre
and quhsiparticle phase spaces are introduced, and the equations
that they satisfy are formulated. At the end of the section some
useful moment relations are derived from the continuity equation
for the guiding-centre density.

Let us consider a system of uon-relativistic test-particles (it can
contain just one particle), with a charge q and a mass m in ex-
ternal stationary and uniform magnetic fields B ~ Bo, and addi-
tional force fields producing particle acceleration a. The latter can
include self-consistent microscopic parts created by particles them-
selves and externally imposed parts.

The particle trajectory { ?f(t), flp(t) } in the phase space {t* t?}
is determined from the following equations:

where fi s qB/tnc, 0 is the cyclotron frequency.
Now, the microscopic density in the particle phase space is in-

troduced,

F(f, tt, t) = £ 6(r - ?p(t)) 6(ti - Hp(t)) , (2)
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where summation is over all particles. It satisfies a continuity equa-
tion:

(dt + *.$)F + 3 r {[S(r,v,t) + t f x 6 ] F } = 0 . (3)

In order to allow for finite-Larmor-radius effects, associated with
non-uniformity of acceleration 3 at scales compared to particle
Larmor radii, one usually exploits guiding-centre transformation:

F = R + b x t?/n , (4)

where .ft is a guiding-centre position.
It is convenient to specify such transformation later, and intro-

duce formally guiding-centre variables, {&, v$,(±,a} — {a?,a}:

) , (5)

«H = &• v , t?x = # — «^ b — v± [ cosa N + sina (J ] ,

where ty N, and p make a triad of orthogonal unity vectors.
. For an arbitrary function Q(?,?,t) of particle variables,

Q m Q(^,«fl)cx,a,t) = Q(?,V,t), (6)

after ? and t; are expressed in guiding-centre variables according to
(5)- "

If asymptotic methods are to be applied later to develop re
duced description, guiding-centre transformation is to satisfy the
requiiement that the equations of guiding-centre motion are in a
standard form corresponding to a dynamic system with rapidly ro-
tating phase [4, 5].

Eqs (5) yield equations of guiding-centre motion:
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(7)

at wf

Clearly, v is a shift in tlie gyration frequency, OR («CX) is an ac-
celeration in t>u («i.). All quantities on the right-hand sides are
evaluated along the guiding-centre trajectory, $ = xc, « = «c»
wiiile the guiding-centre velocity can be found after transformation
(5) is specified.

The microscopic density F(2,a,t) in the guiding-centre space
is introduced similar to the one in the particle phase space,

F s F(2ta,t)

where summation is over all guiding centres (and the number of
guiding centres is equal to the number of particles), the guiding-
centre trajectory {#c(*)j"c(<)} is related to the particle one by
means of (5).

Time evolution of the microscopic guiding-centre density is gov-
erned by a continuity equation also:

dtF + ds-(XF)~ da[((l + u)F) = 0 . (9)

Here, X s {V,a^,aejL} is a generalized velocity corresponding to
the phase-space variable 3 s {ft, vj, ej.}.

The microscopic density G in the quasiparticle (reduced) phase
space £ is a gyroangle-independent part of the guiding-centre den-
sity,
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It satisfies a continuity equation with a source term, which follows
from Eq. (9) after integrating it over the gyroaugle a:

dtG + %•(%?) = -1* £ 0r(*nF*). (11)

, Here, for any quantity Q($, a, t) of guiding-centre variables:

Q = ^~ianQn • (12)
n

The harmonics of guiding-centre density Fn s Fn(5, t) are
governed by an interconnected chain of equations:

( dt + in0 )Fn + Yl I % ( ^"i^na ) + •n^i'fia 1 = 0.
i + 2

(13)
Given an initial position {F(<o), ̂ (*o)} »n the particle phase space,

the position {i?e('o)>ctc(*o)} in the guiding-centre one is found by
virtue of guiding-centre transformation, while the initial position in
the quasiparticle phase space is just xc{to), that is

Summation is over all quasiparticles, with their number being equal
to the number of guiding centres or particles.

The notion of a guiding centre introduced above differs from
the one usually encountered in guiding-centre plasma models, e.g.
[31-38], and drift-kinetic theories elaborated on their basis. There
a guiding-centre as an entity is introduced after averaging over the
gyroangle, lL-e a quasiparticle in the present approach.

The continuity equation for microscopic quasiparticle density is
not closed, as it contains other harmonics of guiding-centre density
as unknown quantities. The infinite set of harmonics provides com-
plete information on the gyroaugle dependence in exact microscopic
description.

In what follows, various mean values are required:

<...}F & jdm{...)F , (...)? s
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(...)G s fd2(...)G , & s dftdv^dex . (14)

For arbitrary quantity P(f, d, t) of particle variables,

{P)F = (P)r = (P0)G + 2TT ^ f'dSP*Fn . (15)

Eq. (9) provides useful moment relations, helpful in calculating
interesting mean values:

n (daP)F> = ( (o t + x • ds - v da) P ) r -

Frequently, it is convenient to rewrite the latter equation for P

3. Closed Quasiparticle Description

In this section, a formal expansion is introduced for the devia-
tion of the guiding-centre density from the quasiparticle one, and
closed quasiparticle description is developed on its basis to arbi-
trary orders in a small parameter. The main features of the first-
order approximation, and the physical meaning of renormalization
are elucidated. Equations of the second-order approximation are
formulated, and general reduced moment relations are derived.

The nicroscopic continuity equation for the quasipaiticle density
is closed by means of a formal expansion [19-22],
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oo ...
(J+ £ F'(J) , fW) = ]T e~ianFi3) , (18)

7 = 1 n ^ 0
in terms of a small parameter A:

F n ~ AC?, r O ) ~ A G , A « 1 . (19)

After closure, only incomplete information on gyroangle depen-
dence is available in the form of a probability distribution. Closure
makes it possible to relate guiding-centre (particle) and quasipar-
ticle plasma characteristics. Expansion (18) provides a guiding-
centre-quasiparticle relationship to arbitrary orders in a small pa-
rameter.

The adiabatic approximations are of primary interest [19, 21]:

( dt + invQ )Fn + dg • ( X0Fn ) ~ A nQ Fn , (20)

when slow time evolution of distribution functions is considered
only (as compared to rapid particle gyration with the cyclotron
frequency), and forces applied to particles are assumed to produce
guiding-centre accelerations and drift velocities slowly evolving in
time; and weak enough.

After putting expansion (18) into Eq. (13), one gets the first-
order deviation of the guiding-centre density from the quasipartide
one:

(21)
and recurrence relations for higher-order deviations:

» _ I ( „ fU ~ 1) _ {vFiJ ~ V}0 ) + (22)

i da

where .
l t2n
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First-Order Approximation. In this approximation, the basic

equations are as follows. Guiding-centre-quasipartide relation:

F = ~ G + F'M + ... , (23)

the continuity equation for quasiparticles:

dtG + «% • ( XQG ) = -2K <% • { XF1^ } 0 , (24a)

or
0tG + % • ( XrG ) = 0 . (246)

Here, the contribution from F\ ' into the source term is taken into
account by renormalizing quasip.article velocity and accelerations:

( Vn + ~xn-d$)Xn- (25a)

For an arbitrary quantity Q(x,a,t) of guiding-centre variables the
renormalized quantity Qr is defined as follows:

Qr s Qr(2,t) - <?0 " A E ( ̂  + 1 ^'n-% ) Q^ • (256)
at Tl

Eq. (24b) enables one to find the quasiparticle density for given
force fields. After the quasiparticle density is known, one is to relate
interesting particle quantities to the quasiparticle characteristics.
Therefore, Eq. (24b) is to be supplemented with the guiding-centre-
quasiparticle relationship (23). The guiding-centre-quasiparticle re-
lation becomes especially important, when self-consistent problems
are treated, that is when fields are produced by particles themselves.

Eq. (24b) admits the solution, which corresponds to point quasi-
particles, with the following equations of motion:

G » £ t>($ - i,{t)) , - x,(t) =-- Xr(S!,(t), t) . (26)
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For an arbitrary function P(r, v, t) of particle variables, the re-
duced value in the first-order approximation is

(P)F = ( P ) r = {P0)G + JdSdaPFi1) +... , (27a)

or
<P)F.= (Pr)G + - , (276)

where partial integration was carried out, aud definition of renor-
malized quantities has been introduced.

Eqs (26) and (27b) reveal the meaning of renormalization.
Second-Order Approximation. The basic equations ate as fol-

lows. The guiding-centre-quasiparticle relation:

+ ... . (28)

The continuity equation for quasipartides:

8tG + dg-( XrG ) = -2TT ds • { XF'W } 0 . (29)

Mean values are calculated according to

(P)F = {P)f. - (Pr)G + JdMaPFW +... . (30a)

In particular,

(0aP)F> = fdxda[F'(l) + F'(2))daP. (306)

The leading-order term, G/2ny in the expansion of the guiding-
centre density does not contribute into such mean quantities, while
the recurrence relations for the iterations F^l\ F^2\ or the exact
continuity equation for the guiding-centre density simplify calcula-
tions.

Recalling exact relations (16) and (17), one obtains reduced
mean values in the second approximation:
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0 {daP)p> ~ ( { ( dt + X • % - v da ) P }r )Q ~

-%(pr)G + - - (31)

or

« S (daP)F' =tt({(dt + x-d2~vd(x) 9<xp h ) G ~

- J t ( { ( d t + Xdg - uda)P}0)G + . . . , (32)

where {... }r stands for the reuormalization of an embraced quantity
according to the definition.

4. Particle Polarization Drift

Let us calculate a reduced particle velocity:

Eq. (17) yields when Q — ft — O||fr-f v±(cosa N + sina p)\

where the following iutennediatorj' calculation is used:

{X-dg ~ v da ) v± =. ax-,

as X • d$ = V • dft + «n<9r|| + aexdex-
Tlien, the reduced particle velocity follows,

i Sr x b )G + 1 ^ ( 5 ± 0 )G + ... . (35)

Thus, it is related to quasiparticle properties with regard to
finite-Larraor-radius effects. It allows for polarization drift, the
last term on the right-hand side, and the renormalization of the
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lower-order result. Both effects enter on equal in the second ap-
proximation. .

Specifying guiding-centre transformation. Let us apply guiding-
centre transformation (4). After differentiating along the trajecto-
ries, one finds the guiding-centre velocity,

. V = t;,, b + ^ £ x I. (36)

Therefore,

<tf)F = ( ̂  )G + ^ X It { %> )G + - • 07)
This equation relates particle and guiding-centre velocities.

In order to have an agreement between result (36) on one hand,
and formal expansion (18) and adiabatic approximation (20) on
another, one can adopt the following ordering,

a x b/Q ~ A W|| , vi/QLL ~ 1 , fj ~ I'L > (38a)

LL ~ A£|| , (39a)

where L^(L±) is the characteristic length for space variations along
(across) the magnetic field direction of the forces pushing particles.
Within the statistical description of many-particle systems, this
means that the characteristic velocity vq of thermal particle motion
along the magnetic field direction has the same order of magnitude
as the characteristic velocity vtx of thermal particle motion across
this direction,

~ JSi. . (386)

Assumption (39a) can be abandoned when the plasma is strongly
anisotropic,

"<H ~ A v,x , pL ~ Li , LL ~ LB . (39fr)

For Maxwellian-type particle distributions with temperature
anisotropy, Jj|- ^ Tx, the latter condition means that temperature
anisotropy is to be strong, Tjt ~ X1 Tx..
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To the first order, mean velocities of the particle, guiding centre,
and the quasiparticle are equal. This property can be preserved to
the second order by modifying guiding-centre transformation.

One can transform the polarization-drift term in Eq. (35):

jt (s± o )G = ( &th o )G + f& h o
In this second-order term, one can approximate the time derivative
of the quasiparticle density from the continuity equation (29),

dtG » -ds>(X<0 ) + ...,

and integrate by parts to get:

-ft ( S± 0 >G = ( ( dt + ^ 0 ' % ) 5JL 0 )G + •• •

Therefore, Eq. (35) takes this form:

{ S + 5 ? ) +

+ ~<(<fc + ^0%)3x») G + - . (40)
Now, it is not difficult to suggest a guiding-centre transforma-

tion, which might provide a desired result:

? ^ R+ ~ix[H - 9r]. (41)

EYom here, one obtains an equation for the guiding-centre velocity:

V = « , S + i sx f r - l - ~bx (dt + $-dg)Pr, (42)

where polarization drift shows itself. Then,

(43)

where the last equality exploits the definition of renormalization,
while according to the continuity equation for quasipartides,

dt « {Vr)G + ... .
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Thiis, the goal is achieved. The mean velocities of the particle,
the guiding centre, and the quasiparticle are equal in the second-
order approximation, when the guiding-centre transformation (41)
is applied. In this manner, polarization drifts enter the equations
of motion for all three entities. . *

5. Potential Acceleration and Quasiparticle Invariants

Let us assume potential velocity-independent particle accelera-
tion,

a = f<9, 0 s 0(?,t), (44a)

and adopt guiding-centre transformation (4), when the velocity of
the guiding-centre is:

V = «,| S + i "a x b . (446)

Then, in the case of uniform magnetic fields, particle acceleration
expressed in guiding-centre variables is governed by a potential as
well, and this is 6:

a ~ dfiO . (45a)

This means, that the flow in the guiding-centre configuration space
is incompressible,

dh-V = 0. (456)

Other derivatives of the potential expressed in guiding-centre
variables produce the shift of the gyration frequency, and the ac-
celeration in 6i.:

v = -Q dej) , ae± - -ft da8 . (46a)

Hence, the flow in the subspace {ex, a} is also incompressible;

= 0 . (466)

Properties (46) hold in the case of non-uniformly magnetized
plasma as well.
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Therefore, the flow in the guiding-centre phase Bpace appears to
be incompressible:

<% • X - dav = 0 , (47)

as
< V B = 0 . (48)

Taking into account definition (25), one proves a general The-
orem: if the How in the original phase space is incompressible,
df • X — dai' = 0, then the rcnonnalized Sow in the reduced (quasi-
parficle) phase space is also incompressible:

% • Xr = 0 . (49)

Proof. Definition (25b) takes this form in the case (47):

Qr = Qo - £ % ' E lxnQ*.. (50a)

It. is evident that dg • X§ = 0, as the operator d~ is gyroangle-
indej)endent by definition. When Q = X, the divergence of the
second term on the right-hand side of Eq. (50a) changes sign after
it is replaced by —n, and therefore vanishes.

In the case of potential acceleration, Eq. (50a) looks like

Qr - Q0 +

+ E f dd &»Qn) ~ " k ( "II ndVi] + Vn '• dk ) Q*n ] , (506)
n # 0

where Eq. (46a) helps to find a€lU = iniWn.
In particular, the renormalized potential:

9r =* 0Q + E l d^ I *» I2 + ^ 2 Sn x "̂ ' ? 1 '
n ^ 0

and the renormalized a<:celeration:
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aeir = - 0 {dj}r = (52a)

x a** • 5 )

aCxr = 0 , (526)

as the terms in the infinite sum are odd functions of n.
This property has immediate important consequences.
1. Stream Potential. Incompressibility of the renormalized flow

in the reduced phase space together with vanishing renorniaJized
acceleration in f i imply that the renormalized flow in the quasipar-
ticle configuration space is incompressible:

dA • Vr = 0 . (53a)

Therefore, the renormalized quasiparticle velocity can be repre-
sented by a stream function, and that is the potential of the renor-
malized acceleration over Q, according to Eq. (44b):

oY - dffis . (536)

The potential 6g of the renonnalized acceleration (from now on
called the stream potential) can be found by means of Eq, (50a) or
(50b), when Q - ii:

By replacing here n with —n, and adding such expression to the
original one, it is easy to find:

k 2 ^ n x ~ a * n - i } . (54)

Thus, the stream potential differs from the renormalized one.
The expressions for t>v& potentials can be transformed:

~0s = h + \ & ( {(>2h - « o ) -
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-~{~5-j*da(V - VQ)}0, (55)

6r = 20s - %, . (56)

after summation is carried out.
2. First-Order Quasiparticle Invariant. It is well known that

the magnitude of the perpendicular particle velocity (or the Larmor
radius, or the kinetic energy of cross-field motion, ot the magnetic
moment) is a constant of motion in uniform magnetic fields, when
no other forces are applied. According to Eqs (52b) and (26),

that is ex. is an invariant of quasiparticle motion in the first approx-
imation allowing for strongly non-uniform (at scales comparable to
particle Larmor radii) but slowly evolving in time potential force
fields. This result which is also incorporated in gyrokinetic models
[39-49] is to be appreciated.

Then, the continuity equation for quasiparticles simplifies:

( dt + Vr • dA + a,, r flw, ) G = 0 , (57a)

t?r = Vffb + — ar x b , ar - d^0s , «« r = »• dffis • (576)

The latter equation takes into account explicitly the first-order
quasiparticle invariant'and the existence of the stream potential.

According to general relations (15) between mean values over
particle, guiding-centre and quasiparticle distributions,

KL = {^)F = {tx)r, - (ex)o . (58)

Therefore, the kinetic energy Kx. of cross-field particle motion is
an adiabatic invariant in the first approximation, with regard to
strongly non-uniform potential force fields besides stationary and
uniform magnetic fields.
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Let us show that this is not so in the second approximation.

6. Sec&nd-Order Quasiparticle Invariant

In this section, the difference between the renonnalized and
stream potentials is shown to modify the conservation law for the
kinetic energy of cross-field particle motion, and to determine the
second-order quasiparticle invariant. A general derivation of the
second-order quasiparticle invariant is presented which does not ex-
ploit, unlike in [23], global energy conservation and self-consistent
relations (like the Poisson law) between particles and fields.

One puts P = ex in (16), takes into account (46a) and (15), and
formulates an exact balance relation for (e±)«:

jt(*x)a * -U(dJ)F,. (59)

In order to evaluate the right-hand-side in the second approxima-
tion, reduced relation (31) between moments is exploited when
P = 9:

jtW)a~ ~(0r)o ~ {{{dt +vtJS-dA)9}r)o, (60)

where incompressibility of the flow matters as

fr • dk 9 = O| £• dk 0 , ( a€±d€jL - vda ) 9 - 0 .

Renonnalized derivatives of the potential are easily found in terms
of the stream potential 9$, similar to the renonnalized acceleration
(53b):

j t { ei - 9r )a - - (( &t + «l $&* ) h )a .'

Since Gdt98 « dt (G98)-9a dtG identically, the lattw equation
can be rewritten:

1 G . (61)
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Within the accuracy of interest, the continuity equation for
quasiparticles (57a) can be taken into account. After integrating
by parts, one finds that the right-hand ŝide of Eq. (61) vanishes
because of the incompressibility of the renormalized flow in the
quasiparticle phase space,

( o i i r ^ + ^~cirxb-dA)6s = 0 .

Thus, one derives the final conservation law: •

jt(e± - ~0r + 0s)a = 0 . (62)

It introduces the quantity,

s = {e± + ~es ~ 0r)a , (03)

as a second-order quasiparticle invariant. This invariant can be
associated with one quasiparticle, if G is the density for just one
quasiparticle.

According to Eq. (58),

* = KL + { ~0s - 0r )G , (64)

that is the kinetic energy of cross-field particle motion is not an
adiabatic invariant in the second-order approximation.

Eqs (55) and (56) transform the s-invariant into:

4- \ JdS[({92}0 - ~9ls =

a{$ - i ? 0 ) } 0 dkG], (65)

where integration by parts iias been carried out. This expression is
analyzed in the next section.

7. Macroscopic Invariants and Mode Cascades

• In this section, macroscopic (mean statistical) values of the s-
invariant are derived and analyzed in regard to energy exchange
and mode cascades in the system.
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Let us assume that the potential $ is described by a statisti-
cal ensemble. Then, one can introduce the mean value {9) of the
potential, and its fluctuation 60,

0 - (0) + 60 , (ffl)=O, (66)

and look for the quasiparticle density in a similar representation,

G '& {G) + 6G . (67)

Let us assume also the following properties of the ensemble:

6G ~ e (G) , e « 1 , (68)

dk6G ~ dk(G) , (69)

but in general,
(0) ~ 60 . (70)

Prom Eq. (65), one obtains the statistical mean value of the
^-invariant in approximations (68)-(70):

(s) = (K±) + \ Jdx({{0 - 9Q)2)Q) BeJG) . (71)

The sign of the second term on the right-hand side is determined
by the derivative dfX{G). When

d€x(G) < 0 , (72)

that term is negative, while the kinetic energy is positive by defini-
tion. Then, doth terms can grow or decrease simultaneously only.

For example, if the potential is determined self-consistently by
particles themselves, then the growth (decrease) of the second term
in the course of the time evolution of fluctuations is to be accom-
panied with particle gains (losses) in the kinetic energy.

Thus, inequality (72) is a constraint on stable plasma states and
energy exchange between particles and fields. It is derived with re-
gard to kinetic and nonlinear affects. Constraint on energy transfer
from particles to fields can be associated with finite-Larmor-radiiis



effects. This follows from the observation that the contribution
from very large scales in (71) is negative:

Here iia is au unperturbed density for a particular plasma species.
For simplicity, let us disregard mean fields, {#) — 0, and assume

that correlations between fluctuations are uniform (or weakly non-
uniform), but non-stationary iu general,

(6{?,t)e[6,t)) = (02(t))?, (73)

and introduce a waveuumber spectrum (6 \t))r as the space

Fourier transform of (0^{t))p. Then, (s)-invariant takes this form:

g £ i (74)
K

where

/ < i l ; d e ^ 7 l ) * (<?) (75)
ftln> i

is the Bessel function of zero order.
Therefore, when

a(k±) > 0, (76)

the (s)-invariaut is not sign definite. If a(fcj_) is monotonic,

a c < 0 - (78)

a spectral cascade of electric field modes to larger &x (that is smaller
scales), due to nonlinear interaction between them, is to be ac-
companied with increase of {K^) if (77) holds, or with decrease
of the mean kinetic energy of cross-field particle motion if (78) is
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true. Therefore, for conditions (76), energy transfer from particles
to fields produces either inverse cascade of electric field modes (to
small kjj and excitation of large-scale electric field structures when
(77) holds, or direct mode cascade (to large kx, small scales) when
(78) is satisfied.

Constraint (76) is satisfied when (72) holds, and it, is less severe
than (72).

Let us assume global energy conservation in the plasma. For the
system of marry charged particles with self-consistent microscopic
electric fields E — —V$, the total energy (W) is represented as a
sum of the electric field energy,

(WE) = ±jdr(E2},

and the 1 inetic energy of particles:

(W) = (WE) + £ > [ (KJ .+ (iq) 1 = const. (79)

Here summation is over all particles, and {Ky} takes into account the
kinetic energy of field-aligned particle motion. Then, the quantity
5, '

S = {W) -

is a global adiabatic invariant. Hence, for conditions (76) and neg-
ligible contributions from the kinetic energy of parallel particle
motion and from (l/8n) Jdr{E^)^ nonlinear interaction between
modes cannot transfer electric field energy in one direction only.
Then, double cascade of electric field modes occurs, with more en-
ergy being transfered to larger scales (smaller fc), when condition
(77) holds (preferential inverse cascade of the electric field energy),
or to smaller $cales (larger fc), when condition (78) holds (preferen-
tial direct cascade of the electric field energy).
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If the mean quasiparticle distribution is normal with respect to
t>x, with a temperature T±, then

a(kx) = (o;p/n)2 [ 1 - A(*i) }/P2A , (81)

where 7o(a) = Jo(*«) is the modified Bessel function of zero order, pi
is the Larmor radius, p\ = 2\/mn3, wj; = 4itqin/m is the plasma
frequency squared, n is a mean density of quasiparticles. Function
(81) decreases with Ax. Therefore, in this case fmite-Lannor-radius
effects inhibit preferential inverse cascade of the electric field energy.

For a constant mean energy and non-vanishing mean fields, the
level of fluctuations (and hence, as it can be expected, the level
of fluctuation-induced transport) will be lower in the plasma with
developed non-uniform macroscopic flows. It is to be noted, that
similar phenomena seem to be observed in the toroidally confined
plasmas under the conditions of improved confinement (H-mode)
or transition to such confinement, when near the plasma edge there
emerge zonal, poloidal, particle flows. The latter is some kind of
a barrier for fluctuation-induced radial particle fluxes. According
to energy conservation, such flows can affect the plasma not only
locally, but their stabilizing influence on the whole plasma voliime
is possible.

Let us analyze possible effects of parallel particle motion, and
consider the relevant part of the kinetic energy:

In general, condition (72), or less severe one (76), is not sufficient
for plasma stability as electric field perturbations can occur at the
expense of the kinetic energy of parallel particle motion. The time
variation of the statistical mean value of (82):

c«> 1 - (83)
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In the approximation of weak plasma inhomogeneity along the
external, magnetic field, when

VB($) ~ AV||$$, (84)

the contribution from the first term in the integrand of Eq. (83) is
negligible, while one can use the continuity equation for quasipar-
ticles,

{ dt + % dk } SGa - - -22- 6E¥ dv« (Ga) -
ma

dk6Ga), (85)

to calculate the correlation function {SE^SGa}- The last term on
the right-hand side does not contribute, and the contribution from
the second term can be disregarded when the driving of fluctuations
due to velocity gradients of (G) is dominant.

Then, Eq. (83) can be integrated in time.
Thus, another global adiabatic invariant enters:

Therefore, constraint

(Co) < 0 (87)

rules out the kinetic energy of particle parallel motion as a possible
source for driving fluctuations.

If there is global energy conservation:

(W) =* (5) + P + (WE) - (87)

M
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then constraints (72) (or (76)) and (87) are sufficient conditions for
plasma stability with regard to kinetic and nonlinear effects [23].

8. Summary

The socond-order approximation in quasiparticle description of
magnetized plasmas is studied. A general expression (37) or (43) for
the reduced particle velocity in uniform magnetic fields is derived,
with regard to the second-order renormalization and polarization
drift modified due to finite-Larmor-radius effects. The latter effects
are beyond the scope of guiding-centre models [31-37J. They are
also beyond the scope of conventional gyrokinetic models [39-49]
(it seems that [39] is the first paper that introduced gyrokinetic
formalism into plasma physics studies). Such models are the special
cases of the first-order approximation in quasiparticle description,
and they do not take into account polarization particle drift and
the second-order reuormalization of the reduced particle velocity.

The guiding-centre transformation (41) is found that makes
mean velocities of the particle, the guiding centre, and the quasi-
particle equal in the second approximation.

The case of potential particle acceleration is analyzed in detail.
General properties of the flow in the guiding-centre phase space and
the renormalized flow in the quasiparticle phase space are explained.
For uniformly magnetized particles, the guiding-centre acceleration
is governed by the potential, while the renormalized acceleration ia
6j. is zero. This makes it possible to introduce a stream function
for the renormalized flow in the quasiparticle configuration space,
or the stream potential (54) for the renonnalized quasiparticle ac-
celeration.

To the leading order, the renormalized potential and the po-
tential of the renormalized acceleration are equal. However, they
differ to the next order. The first-order quasiparticle invariant is
presented, and adiabatic invariance of the kinetic energy of cross-
field particle motion is explained. The difference between the renor-
malized and stream potentials is shown to modify the conservation
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law for the kinetic energy of croas-field particle motion according
to (62), and the second-order quasiparticle invariant is found. This
invariant is also .beyond the scope of gyrokinetic models. Deriva-
tion of the second-order quasiparticle invariant is presented, which
does not exploit, unlike in [23], global energy conservation and self-
consistent relations between particles and fields.

The macroscopic invariants related to particle kinetic energy
are found. The constraints on stable plasma states and energy
exchange between particles and fields are derived with regard to
kinetic effects of finite Larmor radius or of thermal particle motion
along the magnetic field and Landau resonances, inhomogeneity of
background plasma parameters (gradients of density, temperature
etc.), macroscopic perturbations and microscopic fluctuations, and
effects of nonlinear interaction between the latter (no assumptions
arc made about the nature of perturbations and fluctuations, be
they linear waves, nonlinear structures or turbulent fluctuations).
Some generic features of nonlinear cascades of electric field modes
(double cascades, preferential direct or inverse energy cascades) are
illuminated.
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